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THE SURVEY OF VALINOKKAM BAY AND ADJOINING AREA TO ASSESS ITS 
SUITABILITY FOR INTEGRATED SEA FARMING — A REPORT* 
Introduction 
The Valinokkam Bay is situated in the 
Ramanathapuram District, Tamil Nadu. Even a 
cursory look at the bay, with its picturesque 
background and the calm, clear, unpolluted and 
sheltered waters with depth not exceeding 5 m, 
impresses one as a congenial site for sea farming 
activities. A small beginning was made in this 
direction by the Central Marine Fisheries Re-
search Institute by mooring a pearl culture raft 
in the bay in 2 m depth on ll-6-'91 and since 
then a Research and Development Project on 
location testing and transfer of technology on 
pearl oyster farming and pearl culture to the local 
fishermen is being implemented. 
A survey of the Valinokkam Bay and 
adjoining area was conducted on 8-1-1992 and 
9-1-1992 to assess its suitability for developing 
the Integrated Sea Farming Project. A team of 
Scientists and Technical Staff drawn from both 
Mandapam and Tuticorin Research Centres 
participated in the survey. During this two day 
survey, data were collected on several parame-
ters, relevant for initiating sea farming of several 
candidate species. The results of this survey are 
given in this report. 
Topography and other features of the Vali-
nokkam Bay and the adjoining area 
The Valinokkam Bay is located along the 
east coast of India, Tamil Nadu in Ramanathapu-
ram District. It is connected by road and is 
equidistant (about 95 km) from Mandapam and 
Tuticorin. The Valinokkam Bay and the adjoining 
area, east of the Bay surveyed, lie between Lat. 
9°9' N and 9° 12' N and Long. 78°30'E and 
78°42'E (Fig. 1), In the east, the bay opens into 
the Gulf of Mannar by a wide mouth of about 3.8 
km and it is bordered on the other three sides 
by land. The Bay has a waterspread of 5 sq km 
and the adjoining area 10 sq km. Thus the total 
area surveyed is 15 sq km. In the bay, proper 
the maximum depth Is 4.5 m and in the adjoining 
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area it is 7.5 m. In the northern sector there is 
a channel of 2-3 m depth, running parallel and 
very close (100 m) to the land. This channel is 
considered to be ideal for ship breaking and plans 
are afoot to develop this facility. The tides in the 
bay are semi-diurnal and the maximum ampli-
tude during the spring tides is 0.9 m. The rainfall 
is scanty with 47 cm during 1991. Also there are 
no rivers or canals emptying into the bay to be 
of significance in diluting the bay waters. There 
is good exchange of bay waters with sea water 
since the widest part of the bay is at its mouth. 
At the same time, it is protected from strong wave 
action as the tidal amplitude is low and the bay 
is bordered on three sides by land. On the 
western side, the bay water is pumped by three 
50 H.P. motors into a large 110 acre reservoir for 
salt maunfacture. Prawns and fin fish like 
Chanos, Lates calcarifer and other quality fishes 
trapped and grown in this reservoir fetch an 
annual lease rent of Rs. 1.2 lakhs to the Salt 
Corporation Department of Tamil Nadu. A plant 
to extract Magnesium (present capacity utilisa-
tion 400 t/year) from sea water is located on the 
western side of the bay close to salt works and 
a visit to this plant showed that no pollutants are 
released from the plant into the bay. There are 
no other industries in the vicinity of the bay. 
Perusal of the available information indi-
cates that the bay and the adjoining grounds in 
the sea are highly productive. During the season 
April-December, 431 t of fish were landed by 
trawls which included 23 t of Penaeus semtsul-
catus. Artisanal gears contribute to about 800 
t. During June-September the sea weed Sarga-
ssum is collected in the bay and nearby islands 
which amounts to 5001/season. Apart from Vali-
nokkam, Eruvadi is a major fish landing centre 
(Fig 1). 
The survey results 
Apart from the results of the survey 
conducted on 8.1.1992 and 9.1.1992, the avail-
able data for July-December 1991 at the site 
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Fig. 1. Map showing the Vallnokkam Bay and the adjoining 
area surveyed. The transects and the stations 
covered are shown. Small figures indicate the depth 
in metres. 
where pearl culture raft was moored in the 
Vallnokkam Bay are also included In this report. 
Depth and transparency : The depth at 
different, stations varied from 1.5 to 7.5 m and 
the water was clear in aD the stations with 
visibility upto 7.5 m down (Table 1). Sedimen-
tation was poor and turbidity ranged from 0.1 to 
0.3 g/1. 
Temperature : The atmospheric tempera-
ture varied from 23.5 to 27.0°C; surface water 
temperature from 25.0 to 26.0°C and bottom 
water temperature from 25.0 to 25.8°C (Table 1). 
Near the pearl culture raft site (Fig. 2) water 
temperature varied from 25 to 28°C. 
Salinity : The surface water salinity varied 
from 30.90 to 32.36 ppt and in the bottom water 
it ranged from 30.90 to 32.07 ppt (Table 1). 
Near the pearl culture raft site, the salinity 
varied from 33.4 to 38.68 ppt. In November 1991, 
when the monsoon was at the peak, the salinity 
value recorded was 33.4 ppt. These data suggest 
that typical marine conditions prevail in the bay. 
The values obtained for the environmental 
parameters such as dissolved oxygen, pH, inor-
ganic phosphate, silicate, nitrite, nitrate, sedi-
ments, phytoplankton, zooplankton and meiofauna 
are presented in Tables 1-3. The data on seed 
resources and on the underwater observations 
are given in Tables 4 and 5. 
The nutrients data Indicate that the values 
are generally low and this may be due to the 
utilisation of the nutrients by the dense sea weed 
and seagrass populations located in the area 
surveyed (see below). 
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Fig. 2. Map showing the areas identified in the Vallnokkam 
for taking up sea farming project involving various 
technologies. 
Also In the values of the hydrographic para-
meters, at majority of the stations, there are not 
much differences between the surface and bottom 
waters. This suggests that there Is good mixing 
of the waters. 
Zooplankton : The volume of zooplankton 
varied from 5 to 20 ml (Table 3). It Is high in 
the bay when compared to the values obtained 
in the adjoining open waters. Copepods were the 
most dominant component and formed 28.85% to 
69.29% in various stations, followed by young 
ones of bivalves, gastropod young ones, 
appendicularians, prawn larvae, fish eggs and 
other decapod larvae. 
Sediments : In transect AB, Station 1, the 
bottom was muddy and in all other stations it was 
firm, made of fine or coarse sand. 
Seed resources : In the low laying areas, 
adjacent to the bay, seed of Elops sp. and Gerres 
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TABLE 1. Hydrological data and other particulars of the Vdlinokkam Bay and adjoining area 
Date 
and 
time 
8.1.92 
10-10 
11-00 
14-20 
15-00 
15-35 
9.1.92 
08-30 
09-00 
09-30 
09-50 
Tran-
sect 
AB 
H 
CD 
» 
EF 
M 
" 
M 
Stat-
ion 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Water 
depth 
(m) 
1.5 
3.75 
3.0 
6.5 
6.0 
6.0 
7.5 
7.0 
6.0 
Water 
clarity 
Clear 
upto 
bottom 
n 
" 
" 
" 
" 
» 
" 
H 
Nature Atmos-
of bottom pherlc 
temp*C 
Muddy 
Fine 
sand 
Coarse 
sand 
Fine 
sand 
" 
M 
Coarse 
sand 
Fine 
sand 
Coarse 
sand 
27.0 
26.5 
25.4 
26.2 
25.6 
23.8 
23.5 
25.0 
24.8 
Water 
temp°C 
Surface/ 
bottom 
25.0 /25.0 
25.7/25.7 
25.5/25.3 
26.0/25.8 
26.0/25.8 
25.1/25.1 
25.3/25.1 
25.5/25.0 
25.8/25.2 
PH 
Surface/ 
bottom 
8.4/8.4 
8.4/8.4 
8.4/8.4 
8.2/8.2 
8.4/8.4 
8.4/8.4 
8.4/8.4 
8.4/8.4 
8.4/8.4 
Dissolved 
Oxygen ml/1 
Surface/ 
bottom 
4.86/4.92 
3.26/4.80 
5.19/5.28 
4.32/4.32 
4.21/4.44 
4.52/4.46 
4.46/4.39 
4.46/4.46 
4.46/4.37 
Salinity 
%o 
Surface/ 
bottom 
31.48 
30.90 
31.77 
32.36 
31.19 
31.48 
/31.77 
/30.90 
/31..48 
/31.48 
/31.19 
/31.77 
32.07 /32.07 
31.77 
31.77 
/32.07 
/31.48 
TABLE 2. 
Tran-
sect 
AB 
CD 
Primary production, nutrients and metofauna of the sediments of Valinokkam Bay and adjoining area 
Station 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
Primary production 
(mg/mVday) 
Surface/bottom 
313.92 /142.32 
108.23 /118.17 
321.12 /364.96 
341.33 /457.09 
94.18 /--
Phosphate 
(Hg. at/1) 
Sur./bott. 
0.30 /0.15 
0.08 /0.08 
0 .15/0.18 
0.25 /0.05 
0.08 /0.05 
Silicate 
W- at/1) 
Sur./bott. 
9.0 /7.0 
6.5 /6 .0 
10.0 /6 .0 
7.0 /10.0 
8.0 / 8.0 
Nitrite 
(Hg. at/1) 
Sur./bott. 
0.06 / 0.06 
0.06 /0.06 
0.06 /0.04 
— / 0 . 0 6 
0.11 /0.11 
Nitrate 
(Hg.at/1) 
Sur./bott. 
1.25/1.00 
0 .88 /0 .88 
1.13/1.00 
1.00/1.00 
1.25/1.50 
Meiofauna 
Nil 
Polychaetes 
2 nos. 
n 
NU 
EF 
2 
3 
4 
202.11 /107.53 
478.54/204.12 
114.92 /343.04 
182.54/195.28 
0 .05/0.25 
0.05 /0.05 
0 .05/0.05 
0.23 /0.05 
20.0 /5.0 
8.5 /9.5 
16.0 /9 .0 
5.0 /6.0 
0.15 /0.05 
0.06 /0.06 
0.06 /0.06 
0.06 /0.08 
0.75 /0.88 
0.75 /0 .75 
1.00/0.75 
0.88 /1.25 
Polychaetes 
2 nos. 
it 
Nil 
Polychaetes 
2 nos. 
sp. were dominant accounting for 41.5 and 33% 
respectively (Table 4). Seed of white prawn 
Penaeus indtcus formed 9% and seed of Metape-
naeus sp. 4.3%. 
Under water observations : The vegetation 
comprising algae and sea grasses occurred 
almost at all stations and often profuse growth 
was observed (Table 5). Totally 31 species of sea 
weeds (10 species of green algae, 9 species of 
brown algae and 12 species of red algae) and 6 
species of sea grasses were found growing in the 
Valinokkam Bay and the adjoining area. 
In transect AB, station 1, rich growth of sea 
grass Cymodocea was seen. The sea anemones, 
star fishes, ascidians, tubuculous worms and sea 
weeds were well represented in this Station. 
Empty edible oyster shells were strewn here and 
there. In station 2 empty shells of gastropods 
were seen. In the area between 1 and 2 stations 
two speciemens of the holothurian Acttnopyga 
mUiaris were collected. They measured 140 and 
150 mm (wt 125 and 130 g). Both the specimens 
were immature. This species has commercial 
value. About 200 m north-east of station 2, the 
TABLE 3 
Tran-
sects & 
Stations 
TrAB 
Stn. 1 
Stn. 2 
Zooplankton (in percentage) collected at Valinokkam Bay and adjoining area 
Volume Cope-
of plank- pod 
ton (ml) 
10.0 50.00 
20.0 69.29 
Prawn Other Fish Appendt-
larvae deca- eggs cularla 
pod larvae 
9.62 7.7 11.5 4.9 
5.0 3.5 2.1 5.7 
Salps Gastro- Bivalve Ptero- AmphI- Medusa 
pod young pod pod 
young ones 
ones . 
1.9 3.8 11.54 1.9 
0.7 0.7 - 1.4 7.25 
S toma-
to pod 
0.7 
Chae- Poly- Clodo- Fish 
tognaths chaete ceran larvae 
larvae 
3.6 
Tr. CD 
Stn. 1 
Stn. 2 
Stn. 3 
Tr. EF 
Stn. 1 
Stn. 2 
Stn. 3 
Stn.4 
15.0 
15.0 
11.0 
6.0 
7.0 
5.0 
6.0 
34.42 
36.11 
28.05 
42.55 
35.00 
24.40 
38.45 
6.5 
9.7 
-
-
5.2 
14.6 
4.4 
4.9 
6.9 
7.3 
-
-
9.7 
5.6 
13.1 
19.4 
4.8 
-
-
-
1.1 
9.8 
4.2 
14.6 
8.5 
3.5 
7.3 
4.4 
8.2 
-
- 24.4 
- 10.6 
- 22.8 
- 12.3 
- 20.8 
16.4 
13.9 
15.8 
25.53 
2.0 
29.3 
17.6 
-
-
1.2 
-
3.5 
-
1.1 
- 3.25 
- 8.34 
-
-
7.0 
-
-
3.3 
-
2.4 
12.7 
1.7 
2.4 
1.1 
1.3 
1.2 
3.3 1.1 
sea grass Cymodocea occurred abundantly over 
a wide area. 
In the transect CD, station 1, the sea weed 
flora was predominantly composed of Graclkuia 
edulis and Hypnea sp. Starfishes occurred 
abundantly in this region. In station 2 there was 
no vegetation. One specimen of the sacred chank 
Turbtnella pyrum and the clam Meretrix casta 
were collected along with empty shells of bivalve 
molluscs from this station. Station 3 was rich 
in sea weeds; rays were also found abundantly. 
A single holothurian Holothuria spinifera measur-
ing 230 mm (wt 285 g) was collected. The 
specimen was immature. Another immature 
H. spinifera (length 252 mm, wt. 290 g) was 
collected in the region between stations 2 and 3. 
In transect EF stations 1 and 2 there was 
no vegetation. Only empty gastropod shells were 
collected. Station 3 was rich in sea weeds, 
dominated by GracQaria sp. and Dictyota sp. Also 
rays were found in abundance. In station 4 
several species of sponges and corals were seen. 
Observations on the clams of surf beaten open 
sea coast, south of Valinokkam Bay 
The beach is sandy and shore seines are 
operated in this area. Analysis of the sediments 
showed good concentration of the wedge clam 
Donax cuneatus. Their density varied from 1 to 
54/m2. The length ranged from 22.0 to 39.5 
(average 30 mm) and the clams were indetermi-
nate stage. 
Miscellaneous observations : The edible 
oyster Crassostrea madrasensis was found at-
tached to the inlet pipes of the salt works in the 
western side of the bay. Ten live oysters 
measuring 44 to 88 mm were collected. The 
foulers Balanus sp. ascidians, hydrozoans and 
polychaetes were found attached to these oysters. 
At a couple of places dead oyster shells were 
found attached to the boulders and stones along 
the southern shore of the bay. In the same area 
gastropods Patella sp, Nasa sp. and Nerita sp. 
and the crab Charybdis sp. were found. 
Prospects for sea farming 
It is well known that aquaculture of any 
organism is location specific. The success of any 
aquaculture venture is largely dependant, apart 
from other factors, upon the favourable interac-
tion of the candidate species with the environ-
ment. 
In the selection of site for taking up sea 
farming projects the following five criteria are 
considered, (a) Topography (exposure, depth 
etc.), (b) Physical features (currents, tides, 
turbidity, sediments and water temperature), (c) 
Chemical features (dissolved oxygen, salinity PH, 
organic load, nutrient load and pollutants, (d) 
Biological features (primary and secondary pro-
duction, fouling, boring, predators, competitors, 
parasites etc.) and (e) accessability (road, 
transport, fresh water availability etc.). 
The two day survey was conducted keeping 
in mind the above five criteria. In such a brief 
survey the limitations are obvious, notable being 
the absence of quantitative data for some para-
meters and the absence of information on 
TABLE 4. Composition of the seed collected 1n the 
vicinity of the Valinokkam Bay 
Species 
Fishes 
Caranx sp. 
Gerres sp. 
Elops sp. 
Sphyraena sp. 
Scatophagus sp. 
Leiognathus sp. 
Leptocephalus sp. 
Elops 
Prawns 
Penaeus tndicus 
Metapenaeus sp. 
Nos. 
3 
172 
217 
2 
4 
2 
52 
48 
22 
% 
0.6 
33.0 
41.5 
0.4 
0.8 
0.4 
10.0 
9.0 
4.3 
seasonal variations of the parameters. Neverthe-
less, the supplementary information available at 
the pearl culture raft site since July 1991 and the 
physiography of the Valinokkam Bay permit us 
to assess the prospects for undertaking sea 
farming of several candidate species for which 
technologies have been developed by the Central 
Marine Fisheries Research Institute at its several 
centres during the last two decades. 
1. Pearl oyster farming and pearl culture : 
This project in operation since July 1991 
generated adequate data to show that the 
Valinokkam Bay offers more favourable environ-
mental conditions than the Tuticorin Harbour 
Basin where the Institute is running a R & D 
project on pearl culture for several years. The 
positive aspects that emerged in the studies at 
Valinokkam Bay are (1) The pearl oyster Pinctada 
fucata whose natural habitat in the Gulf of 
Mannar is in the deep waters of 15-20 m can be 
successfully farmed in the shallow waters of 2 m 
depth. (2) The growth of the oyster is faster 
compared to its growth in the harbour basin, (3) 
silt load is low which is conducive for good 
growth, (4) The fouling intensity is low compared 
to the harbour basin which reduces competition 
for the food of pearl oyster and cuts down the 
labour costs involved in farm maintenance, (5) 
pearl sac formation and the production of 
cultured pearls is fairly good compared to the 
harbour basin. (This can be related to the 
appreciable mixing of the Valinokkam Bay water 
with the open sea water—a situation not preva-
lent at harbour basin due to the narrow opening 
of the Tuticorin Harbour in to the sea) and (6) 
with scanty rainfall and little land drain typical 
marine conditions prevail in the Valinokkam Bay 
even during the peak monsoon month. P. fucata 
thrives well in such environment. As the 
Valinokkam Bay offers favourable conditions, 
expansion of the current pearl culture project is 
suggested. To reduce production costs rack 
method may be tried. 
The blacklip pearl oyster P. margratifera 
occurs in the Andamans and is famous for its 
black pearls. It prefers clear unpolluted waters. 
Although this species was successfully spawned 
and several thousand spat produced in the 
CMFRI hatchery at Tuticorin, attempts made to 
grow the spat in the Tuticorin Harbour Basin 
proved futile. It is worthwhile to grow this species 
in the Valinokkam Bay as the bay waters are clear 
and are apparently not polluted. 
2. Edible oyster culture : The Indian 
backwater oyster, Crassostrea madrasensis is 
euryhaline and grows well in bays, back waters, 
creeks, etc. in relatively turbid waters. Ten 
oysters were collected from the western side of the 
bay during the survey. Under purely marine 
conditions with little silt in the water the growth 
of the species may be slow. On the other hand 
Saccostrea cucculata which thrives well under 
marine conditions may fare well, but as of now, 
has little commercial value. It is suggested that 
culture of C. madrasensis by ren method may be 
tried in the Valinokkam Bay to get basic 
information on growth, survival and production. 
3. Clam culture : The blood clam, Anadara 
granosa lives well in areas of soft muddy bottom 
(silt and clay over 50%), high turbidity and mode-
rate salinity (15-30 ppt). Valinokkam Bay does 
not appear to be suitable to culture this species. 
The venerid clams Paphia malabarica, Meretrix 
meretrix and M. casta prefer sandy substratum. 
These three species are also known to prefer 
brackishwater and growth in the Valinokkam Bay 
may be slow. It is suggested that experimental 
farming of the above three species may be taken 
up in the Valinokkam Bay by adopting the on 
bottom culture techniques. 
The giant clams. Tridacna sp. are the 
inhabitants of marine ecosystem and occur in 
Andamans and the Lakshadweep. There is 
considerable work going on in the Pacific islands 
and elsewhere to develop hatchery technology 
and culture methods for these clams as their 
adductor muscle is highly priced. Giatat clams 
are the only autotrophic farm animals known to 
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TABLE 5. Occurrence of algae and sea grasses in the 
Valinokkam Bay 
Transect AB : Station No. 1 
Algae: 
Cauterpa lessonit f. tuticorinensis 
Neomeris annulata 
Chaetomorpha linoides 
Padtna tetrastromatica 
Dictyota dichotoma 
Rosenvtngea tntricata 
Mypnea valentiae 
Solieria robusta 
GracUaria verrucosa 
Seagrasses: 
Cymodocea serndata 
Syrtngodtum isoetifolium 
Halodule uninervis 
Halophtia oixilis 
H. ovata 
Sampling made between Station 1 & 2 In 
Transect AB 
Depth : 3.0 m 
Bottom : Fine sand 
Waterclarity : Clear upto bottom 
Algae: 
Caulerpalessoniil. tuticorinensis 
Padtna boergesenii 
Solieria robusta 
Hypnea valentiae 
GracUaria verrucosa 
Seagrasses: 
Cymodocea serndata 
Transect AB : Station No.2 
Algae : 
Caulerpa scalpelliformts 
Hypnea valentiae 
GracUaria verrucosa 
Seagrasses: 
Halodute uninervis 
Halophila ovalis 
Syrtngodtum isoetifolium 
Sampling made after Station No.2 in 
Transect AB 
Algae : 
Sphacelaria tribuloides 
Janiarubens 
Seagrasses: 
Cymodocea serndata 
Syrtngodtum isoetifolium 
Halodule uninervis 
Transect CD : Station No.l 
Algae: 
Resenvtngea tntricata 
Dictyota dichotoma 
GracUaria edulis (wellgrown plants) 
G. verrucosa 
Hypnea valentiae 
Solieria robusta 
Seagrasses: 
Halodule uninervis 
Halophila ovalis 
Syrtngodtum isoetifolium 
Transect CD : Station No. 2 
Vegetation: Nil 
Transect CD : Station No.3 
Algae : 
Rhizoclonium kochianum 
Calpomenia sinuosa 
Hypnea valentiae 
Champiaparvula 
Seagrasses: 
Cymodocea serndata 
Halodule uninervis 
Transect EF : Station No.l 
Algae : Nil 
Seagrasses: 
Halodule uninervis 
Transect EF : Station No.2 
Vegetation: Nil 
Transect EF : Station No.3 
Algae: 
Cladophora sp 
Dictyota dichotoma 
Hypnea valentiae 
GracUaria corticata var. corticata 
G. Verrucosa 
Solieria robusta 
Laurencia obtusa 
Seagrasses: 
Halodule uninervis 
Halophila ovalis 
Transect EF : Station No.4 
Algae : 
Codium tomentosum 
Halimeda macrolbba 
Padtna tetrastromatlca 
Dktyota bartayreslana 
Dlctyopteris delicatula 
Sargassum tenerrimum 
Halymeniajloresia 
H. porphyrotdes 
Solieria robusta 
Champia parvula 
Jania rubens 
Seagrasses: 
Cymodocea serrulata 
C. rotundata 
Halophila ovalis 
Halodule uninervis 
Syringodium isoettfolium 
Sampling made between Transect EF : Station 
No.4 and shore (ISrvadi) 
Depth : 3.0 m 
Bottom : Sand 
Water clarity : Clear upto bottom 
Algae: 
Struvea delicatula 
Hypnea valentiae 
Jania rubens 
Seagrasses: 
Cymodocea semilata 
Syringodium isoettfolium 
Nearshore area adjacent to port jetty 
Depth : 0.5 to 1.5 m 
Bottom : Sandy 
Water clarity : Clear upto bottom 
Algae: 
Enteromorpha compressa 
Sphacelaria tribuloides 
Gracilaria verrucosa 
Hypnea valentiae 
Grateloupia lithophila 
Centroceras clavulatum 
Seagrasses : 
Cymdocea serrulata 
Syringodium Isoettfolium 
Algae growing on pearl culture raft 
Cladophora colabens 
Cladophorasp. 
Sphacelaria tribuloides 
Padtna boergesenii 
Colpomenia stnuosa 
Gracilaria edulis (young plants developed 
from spores) 
G. corticatavai. corttcata 
G. corticatavai cylindrica 
G.foliifera 
G. arcuata 
G. verrucosa 
Hypnea muscgormis 
H. valentiae 
Jania rubens 
man as they make their own food with the help 
of the symbiotic zooxanthellae occurring in their 
mantle. In the long range perspective, the 
Vallnokkam Bay seems to offer a favourable 
habitat for farming the giant clams along the 
Indian mainland coast. 
4. Sea cucumber culture : During the 
survey, specimens of the sea cucumbers Actino-
pyga mlliaris and Holothuria spinifera were 
collected. The former has commercial value while 
the latter was once rated high in the Beche-de-
mer industry but now not much preferred. It is 
gathered that large quantitites of A. mlliaris are 
collected from the Vallnokkam Bay and adjoining 
areas for processing. Each specimen is sold at 
Rs. 3 to 4 depending upon size. The most 
important commercial species is Holothuria scabra 
and not a single specimen of this species was 
collected during the survey. It is suggested that 
farming of H. scabra may be attempted in the 
Vallnokkam Bay by transplanting the juveniles, 
either from CMFRI hatchery or collected from the 
wild, into suitable pen enclosure or cages. . 
5. Green mussel culture : The culture of 
green mussel Perna viridis has considerable 
potential for sea farming and so far the experi-
mental work conducted by the CMFRI and other 
organisations at Calicut, Karwar, Goa, Madras 
and Kaklnada have adopted the raft method, 
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except for a few attempts by the CMFRI to grow 
the mussels in net bags or ropes suspended from 
racks in the shallow Muthukadu lagoon and 
Ennore near Madras. The mussel culture rafts 
could not be moored in the sea year round 
wherever it was tried due to rough weather 
conditions. Valinokkam bay is suitable to keep 
the rafts in position throughout the year as 
revealed by the pearl culture project and an 
attempt can be made to test the viability of 
mussel culture from raft. However, for the 
purpose of location testing of the technology, it 
is suggested that green mussel seed can be 
cultured in net bags suspended from racks as 
this method is cost effective. For this purpose 
seed will have to be brought from other areas like 
Cuddalore since the Valinokkam Bay is devoid of 
any green mussel population. 
6. Sea bass culture : Owing to its fast 
growth, delicately flavoured flesh, high market 
value and export potential, sea bass Lates 
calcarifer is an important species cultured in 
Thailand, Singapore, Philippines etc. 
Selection of site suitable for net cage 
culture of sea bass is demanding. The site should 
be sheltered so that the net cage is protected from 
strong winds and waves and can be maintained 
in position. A tidal amplitude of 0.5 to 1.0 m, 
good mixing of surface and bottom waters and a 
minimum of 5 m depth ensure good flow of water, 
through the floating net cage so that uneaten 
food, faecus, debris etc. at the bottom of the cage 
do not pose problems. The fouling of the net cage 
is caused by silt and fouling organisms, rendering 
the cage maintenance job difficult. In the selected 
site, silt load and the presence of foulers should 
be low. A salinity range of 28-33 ppt is 
considered as optimum for sea bass farming. The 
proximity of the farm site to the shore which in 
turn is well connected by road, facilitates proper 
management of the farm, easy transport of 
fingerlings and juveniles, fish feed, farm equip-
ments and necessities of life. The above 
attributes and other requirements are mostly 
fulfilled in the Valinokkam Bay and it is 
suggested that net cage culture of sea bass can 
be taken up. 
7. Prawn culture : Two species namely 
Penaeus semisculcatus and P. indicus are consid-
ered as suitable for sea farming in the bay. The 
occurrence of prawn seed in the low lying areas 
adjacenet to the bay suggests that the bay is 
suitable for prawn farming and the above two 
species are known to thrive well under marine 
conditions. The CMFRI has developed the 
hatchery technology for the production of 
P. semisulcatus seed at Mandapam camp and a 
programme on sea ranching of the hatchery pro-
duced seed of this species is in progress. It is 
suggested that pen/cage culture of P. semisulca-
tus may be taken up in the Valinokkam Bay. 
8. Sea weed culture : The following factors 
observed during the survey are favourable for 
undertaking seaweed culture in the Valinokkam 
Bay. 
a) Required depths (upto 4 m) are 
available. 
b) Sea is calm without much wave action. 
c) Bottom is sandy. 
d) Good growth of sea weeds, and sea 
grasses already occurs in the major part 
of the bay. 
e) Natural growth of Gracilaria edulis (fully 
grown plants) occurs in some areas in 
the bay and also young plants of G. 
edulis developed from spores were ob-
served on the pearl culture raft. 
f) Water is very clear with visibility upto 
7.5 m depth. This will provide good light 
penetration upto the bottom, promoting 
the photosynthetic activity of the plants. 
g) Sedimentation is low. 
It is suggested that cultivation of G. edulis 
may be taken up in the Valinokkam Bay on coir 
ropes and nets using casuarina poles in shallow 
waters and sinkers (anchors of granite stones) in 
slightly deeper waters. 
The areas selected as suitable for the 
cultivation of various candidate species are 
indicated in Fig. 2. It is suggested that during 
the first year a programme on a small scale with 
the objective of location testing of the sea farming 
technologies for various species may be imple-
mented. Based on the results of the interaction 
of the species with the environment, scaling up 
of the operations of the selected technologies may 
be considered in the following years. 
The team members are thankful to Capt. 
Sainath, Port Officer, Rameswaram and the 
Conservator of Valinokkam Port for the facilities 
given and the keen interest shown in the survey. 
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SEASONAL LANDINGS OP OIL SARDINE SARDINELLA LONGICEPS 
AT RAMESWARAM, PAMBAN AND MANDAPAM AREAS * 
Unusual and unprecedented landings of oil 
sardine, Sardinella langiceps were noticed at Ra-
rneswaram and Pamban during January and Feb-
ruary 1992. The resource was exploited by the 
pair trawlers and fish trawlers. The fishing 
operations started by 13th January. Initially 30-
40 pairs were In operation per day. But once the 
fishermen found out that there was good demand 
for the fish and that the merchants and agents 
were regularly coming with ice and lorries all the 
way from Kerala for transporting and marketing, 
the number of pair trawlers Increased. Conse-
quently the fish trawling operations of 42-110 
units in January got reduced to 25-75 units in 
February. The estimated catch of oil sardine at 
Rameswaram for January- February 1992 was 
4,561 t. The pair trawlers contributed 4,244 t 
and fish trawlers 317 t. The C/E varied from 1.5 
to 8 t. At Pamban the pair trawling during the 
period realised 741 t. 
It may be stated that the pair trawling on 
an experimental scale was Initiated in this area 
in 1980-81 under the BOBP to develop the small 
scale fisheries sector (Gopalakrishna Pillai & 
Sathiadas, 1982, MF1S, 29). Though, initially the 
response was poor, later it attracted the interest 
of the fishermen due to the quality and quantity 
of the fishes such as lesser sardines, silverbel-
lies, pomfrets, etc. Now every year pair trawlers 
are operated, the season starting by last week of 
December and extending upto first week of April. 
Craft and gear 
The mechanised units 9.14-9.75 m OAL 
(45-70 HP diesal engines) conduct the operation. 
The normal trawling speed while fishing is 2.5 
knots. But for fishing oil sardine the speed is 
kept at 3.5 knots. The design of the twin boat 
high speed bottom trawl is in the form of a conical 
bag consisting of a wing of 15.4 m, overhang 3 
m, belly 23 m, throat 5 m and cod end 7.5 m with 
an overall head rope length of 33 m. There are 
slight variations in the specifications depending 
on the power of the engines of the boats. The 
cod end mesh size is 25 mm. The fish trawl has 
• Prepared by R. Marlchamy, A. A. Jayaprakash, N. Ramamoorthy 
Camp - 623 520. 
a wing of 15 m, belly 17 m, throat 3 m and cod 
end 8 m with an overall rope length of 22 m. 
The cod end mesh size is 25 - 30 mm. They are 
operated by single units at a speed of 2.5 - 3.0 
knots per hour. 
Area of operation 
The area of operation is north and north 
east off Rameswaram, 15- 20 km from shore. The 
depth of the fishing ground varies from 12-16 m 
and the bottom is muddy. They start from shore 
by 0400 hrs and return by 1130 hrs onwards and 
continue upto 1900 hrs. One to two hauls are 
made. The earlier they reach the shore better 
were their returns, as towards late evening the 
price goes down. 
Fishery 
Pair trawl - day fishing: The fishing activity 
started by 13th January 1992. The catch of oil 
sardine in the pair trawlers at Rameswaram 
amounted to 1,635.8 t during January 1992 at 
a C/E of 2.084 kg and 2,618 t at a C/E of 1.192 
kg in February 1992. Last year (1991) the oil 
sardine catch by pair trawlers during February-
March '91 was 469 t at a C/E of 1,130 kg. (Table 
1, Figures 1, 2,3, 4). At Pamban the pair trawling 
realised 203 t and 538 t during January and 
February 1992 forming 89.3% and 74.8% respec-
tively. Last year no catch was observed. 
Fish trawl - day fishing : At Rameswaram 
40-110 fish trawlers were in operation dally 
during January 1992. Their number decreased 
in February as most of them went for pair 
trawling. Oil sardine formed 271 t and 45.7 t 
contributing to 29.6% and 4.1% of the total fish 
catch of the gear during January and February 
1992 respectively (Table 2). 
Other fishes occurring in the pair trawlers 
were lesser sardines, Dussumieria acuta, 
Tachysurus caelatus, Htmantura bleekeri, etc. In 
the fish trawls silverbellies and lesser sardines 
dominated. In addition occasional bumper catch 
of T. caelatus, Alepes kalla and H. bleekeri have 
been recorded. 
nd M. Bose, Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam 
TABLE 1. Estimated catch (kg), effort and C/E (kg) of OH sardine 
Day Fishing 
Jan. 1992 
Feb. 1992 
Total 
Feb.-Mar. 
Units 
E 
780 
2,196 
2,976 
1991 415 
Rameswaram - Pair trawling 
Total fish 
C (kg) C (kg) 
2.035,790 1,625,855 
3,895,002 2,618,090 
5,930,792 4,243,945 
727.120 469,050 
Oil sardine 
C/E 
2084 
1192 
1426 
1130 
% 
79.9 
67.2 
71.6 
64.5 
Units 
E 
98, 
250 
348 
285 
Pamban - Pair trawling 
Total fish 
C(kg) 
227.930 
718.750 
946,680 
557,175 
C (kg) 
203,430 
537,500 
740,930 
-
Oil sardine 
C/E 
2,075 
2,150 
2,129 
-
% 
89.3 
74.8 
78.3 
-
TABLE 2. Catch (kg), effort (units) and C/E (kg) of OH. sardine 
by fish trawlers at Rameswaram. 
Month 
Jan. 1992 
Feb. 1992 
Total 
Units 
E 
1045 
557 
1602 
Total fish 
C(kg) 
915,944 
1,107,820 
2,023,764 
Oil sardine 
C (kg) 
271,488 
45,655 
317,143 
C/E (kg) % 
259.7 29.6 
81.9 4.1 
197.9 15.7 
Shrimp trawl- night fishing : In the shrimp 
trawlers at Rameswaram oil sardine formed 147 
t at a C/E of 5.8 kg during October to December 
1991, contributing to 2.8% of the total fish catch. 
Last year for the period the catch amounted to 
75.3 t at a C/E of 4.9 kg (Table 3). At Pamban 
the shrimp trawler catch of oil sardine for 
October-December 1991 was 22 t which was 10 
t less compared to previous year. 
Shore seines : The Shore seines are 
operated every year in the Gulf of Mannar side 
TABLE 3. Estimated catch (kg), effort and C/E (kg) of 00. sardine 
Night fishing 
Oct. 1991 
Nov. 1991 
Dec. 1991 
Total 
Oct-Dec. 1990 
Units 
E 
8,050 
8,814 
8,615 
25,479 
15,179 
Rameswaram -
Total fish 
C(kg) 
1,600,736 
1,815,272 
1,705,629 
5,121,637 
3,255,192 
Shrimp trawling 
Oil sardine 
C(kg) 
7,418 
39,990 
100,032 
147,440 
75,276 
C/E (kg) 
0.9 
4.5 
11.6 
5.8 
4.9 
% 
0.5 
2.2 
5.9 
2.8 
2.3 
Pamban - Shrimp trawling 
Units 
E 
1,176 
1,200 
1,644 
4.020 
3.915 
Total fish 
C(kg) 
208,196 
307,520 
383,482 
899,198 
-
Oil sardine 
C (kg) 
2,100 
8,550 
11,375 
22,025 
32,349 
C/E (kg) 
1.8 
7.1 
6.9 
5.5 
8.3 
% 
1.0 
2.8 
3.0 
2.4 
-
TABLE 4. Size composition of Oil sardine 
Rameswaram - Pair trawlers • 
Month 
Jan. 1992 
Feb. 1992 
Pamban -
Jan. 1992 
Feb. 1992 
Size group (mm) 
120 - 190 
130 - 185 
Pair trawling 
120 - 189 
120 - 193 
Day fishing 
Dominant modes (mm) 
130, 145, 170, 
145, 170 
170 
130, 175 
Rameswaram - Shrimp trawlers - Night fishing 
Oct. 1991 165 - 190 175 
Nov. 1991 105 - 190 120, 170, 180 
Dec. 1991 125 - 185 135, 175 
at Mandapam during October-November to March-
April. 668 t of oil sardine was landed at a C/ 
E of 3,358 kg for the period December 1990 to 
April 1991. 
Size composition 
In the pair trawlers the size ranged from 
123-194 mm with modes at 130, 145 and 170 
mm, whereas in the shrimp trawlers the size 
ranged from 105 to 191 mm with modes at 120, 
135 and 175 mm. The fishery in general was 
supported by 165-175 mm size groups. 
Sez ratio and maturity 
The oil sardines landed by the shrimp 
trawlers (night fishing) was almost in a spoiled 
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Fig. 1. A pair trawl unit with deckful of oil sardine. 
Fig. 2. Transportation of the catch in cycle cart to the 
packing site. 
condition. Examination showed that they were 
in spent condition during October to December. 
Females dominated. Females dominated during 
January and males during February. All 
specimens were in the resting stage. 
Food and feeding 
Studies during January and February 
revealed that the stomachs of all the specimens 
Fig. 3. Catch before packing with ice. 
were empty. Most of them were lean with the 
head remaining more prominent than the body 
showing a starved appearance. 
Catch disposal 
In the early afternoon the catch in general 
fetches good price ranging from Rs. 8,000 to Rs. 
6,000 per t. By late evening the price goes down 
to Rs. 3,000 to Rs. 2,000 per t. The catch is 
auctioned. They are accurately weighed in large 
baskets of 50-60 kg and transported by cycle cart 
to the nearby packing site. Daity 30-40 lorries 
and vans come from Kerala. They bring ice also 
with them as there may sometimes be shortage 
of ice. The catch is taken to markets is Kerala 
such as Quilon, Kottayam, Mavelikkara, Pun-
aloor, Thevally, etc. 
A detailed report on the monthly catch, 
seasonal pattern and biological characteristics 
covering all the gears In operation In this area and 
the migratory pattern correlating with the envi-
ronment is under preparation. 
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FISHERY FOR THE MARINE CLAM, SUNETTA SCRIPTA AT VYPIN ISLAND 
COCHIN * 
Sunetta scripta, the marine clam, locally 
known as "Kadal kakka" supports a well estab-
lished commercial fishery in Vypin Island. The 
clam is pale yellow in colour with dark brown 
arrow shaped markings. The shell is smooth, 
glossy and thick and forms the raw material for 
the flourishing lime based industries. Meat is 
consumed by a small section of the local 
community. Recently the fresh meat of the clam 
is gaining Importance as feed for broodstock in 
the prawn hatcheries. 
Extensive beds of this clam occur in the 
subtldal region off Fort Cochin on either side of 
• Prepared by V. Kripa and Mathew Joseph, Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin - 682 031. 
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the Cochin bar mouth. In the Azhikode bar 
mouth this clam occurs with Meretrix casta and 
Paphia malabarica. 
The Marine clam fishery at Murukkumpadam 
Fishing method : At Murukkumpadam in 
Vypin Island about fifty four fishermen are 
engaged in regular fishing of this clam. Fishing 
is done during low tide for the first eight days 
after the new moon or full moon phase. Dugout 
canoe of 2.251 capacity is used by the fishermen. 
A 3 to 3.5 m long wooden crowbar called 
"thoomba" attached with nylon net bag on a spike 
rod is dragged on the clam beds at a depth of 2.5 
to 3 m. The clams collected in the net are emptied 
into the canoe. In each canoe about 400-500 kg 
of clam shells are collected every day. The shells 
are brought to Murukkumpadam and sold to 
"Clam Fishermen Industrial Co-operative Soci-
ety*. 
Annual Production : During the period from 
1986 to 1990 a total of 14,207.4 t of the clam 
shell was landed at Murukkumpadam. The 
fishery showed a declining trend during this five 
year period. In 1986 the annual landing was 
3691.41 which declined gradually in the succeed-
ing years and in 1990 only 2,133.811 of clam was 
landed showing a reduction of 43% in the annual 
landings (Fig. 1). On the other hand the number 
of fishermen engaged in clam fishing increased 
from an average of 35 in 1986 and 1987. to 43 
1986 87 88 89 90 
Fig. 1. Fishery details of the S. scripta landings a t 
Murukkumpadam during the period from 1986 to 
1990. 
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Fig. 2. Monthly average landings of S. scripta at 
Murukkumpadam during the period from 1986-1990. 
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Fig. 3. Seasonwise landings of S. scripta at Murukkum-
padam. 
in 1988 and 54 in 1989 and 1990. Simultane-
ously the average value per tonne has increased 
from Rs. 180/- in 1986 to Rs. 209 in 1990. Clam 
fishermen attribute the cause for the decline in 
fishery to the non-availability of shells excavated 
from the channel area. Previously the mud 
dredged from the channel area was emptied into 
the inshore waters. This gave the fishermen 
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access to the population of S. scripta from deeper 
areas. Recently the earth dredged to deepen the 
channel is emptied about 10-12 km off Fort 
Cochin, which is inaccessible for the clam fishers. 
Monthly and seasonal variation : S. Scripta 
is harvested throughtout the year but fluctua-
tions are observed in monthly landing. During 
the period from 1986 to 1990, maximum monthly 
average of 341.2 t was observed in May followed 
by 284.9 t in April (Fig. 2). The minimum 
monthly average clam landing was 159.1 t in 
December followed by 160.9 t in June. 
The clam fishery also showed seasonal 
variation. Maximum landings of 869.4 t and 
753.6 t representing 40.4% and 37.7% of the 
annual landings of the period 1989-'90 and 1990-
91 was during the premonsoon period (February-
May). In 1989-'90 the minimum landing, 
509.61 was In monsoon whereas in 1990-'91 the 
minimum landing amounting to 612.6 t was 
during the postmonsoon period. Clams of size 8 
to 46 mm contributed to the fishery. Apart from 
S. scripta, shells of Meretrix sp. were also 
observed in the landing. 
Disposal and utilisation : The clams fished 
from the subtidal area off Fort Cochin are landed 
at Murukkumpadam. The Clam Fishermen In-
dustrial Co-operative Society buys the clam from 
the fishermen and sells it to lime manufacturing 
companies. The profit is utilized for the welfare 
activities of the society. The society was 
established in 1976 and is under the administra-
tion of the Khadi Board. There are about 112 
members in the society but only 54 fishermen are 
actively engaged in clam fishing. Previously 
financial aid was given to the fishermen to 
purchase canoe, anchor and the fishing gear. 
Most of the members have repaid the loan and 
now own the fishing craft and the gear without 
any liability. The society also helps the clam 
fishermen byway of providing festival allowances, 
welfare fund, educational fund, insurance etc. 
The Society disposes the shell after burning, to 
lime manufacturers, fertilizer companies, poultry 
feed manufacturers and other small scale 
inudstries. Small quantity of the meat is 
presently used in prawn hatcheries as feed for 
prawn broodstock. Apart from this the clam meat 
is not utilized for gastronomic purpose. 
The marine clam fishery at Munambam 
Munambam situated in the northern end of 
Vypin Island supports a good fishery for Sunetta 
scripta. Clam beds occur in the subtidal area 
upto 1.5 m depth in a 2 km stretch of coastal 
area. Men, women and children in the coastal 
area handpick the clams during low tide. A hand 
scoopnet is also used at times to harvest the 
clams. Fishing is done for five to six hours. The 
shells are accumulated on the beach itself and 
sold to lime manufacturers at the rate of Rs. 4 
per 15 kg. The meat is consumed by local 
fishermen. 
Mixed populations of the S. soipta with 
Metrix sp. and P. malabarica occur in the 
Azhlkode bar mouth. This is harvested by a hand 
dredge from a canoe during low tide by fishermen. 
One or two fishermen drag the net along the clam 
bed and collect the shells. The peak fishing 
season is during January-May i.e. the premon-
soon period. During monsoon the fishing Is at 
low key, sometimes coming to a standstill. 
In the absence of a clam fishermen 
cooperative society the catch is disposed off by 
the fishermen themselves or through agents. 
However, there is no regular practice of separat-
ing the meat and selling it in the local market. 
Recommendations 
The present study has brought to light that 
considerable quantity of clam shells is fished 
every year. However, the meat of the clam, when 
present is sparingly utilised. The demand for the 
meat is low as it is not conventionally eaten. 
Moreover, in Vypin Island, the numerous prawn 
peeling sheds provide job opportunities for 
flsherwomen which bring them better returns 
than selling clam meat. Based on the present 
study the following suggestions are made to 
develop the fishery. 
Extension work should be carried out to 
create awareness among the people about the 
nutritive value and palatability of the clam meat. 
Concurrently, steps must be taken to utilise the 
clam meat as supplementary feed in prawn 
culture farms. Effort may be made to explore the 
possibility of export of Sunetta meat. More clam 
fishermen welfare societies shoud be started in 
the northern end of the Island which will provide 
financial assistance to the fishermen and assist 
in the disposal of their catch. 
We acknowledge the co-operation given by 
Shri. K.G. Lakshmanan, Secretary of Clam 
Fishermen Welfare Co-operative Society for pro-
viding the fishery information. 
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ON THE SUCCESSFUL CULTURE OF GRACUARIA EDUUS FROM SPORES * 
Gradlaria is a commercially valauble aga-
rophyte and its many species are distributed 
throughout the temperate and tropical seas. 
With the Increasing demand of agarophytes by 
the industries and the declining trend of wild 
resources of these seaweeds due to over exploi-
tation, suitable culture method is entailed for 
increasing their production. Two important 
culture methods are fragment culture and spore 
culture. The fragment culture has been tried on 
an experimental scale in India with economically 
important seaweed such as Gelidtella acerosa, 
Gradlaria edulis, Hypnea musciformis, Acan-
thophora spictfera and Ulva lactusa In GracUaria 
edulis. the fragment culture has been carried out 
in seawater aquarium, inshore water of Gulf of 
Mannar, open shore environment, sandy lagoon 
and Lakshadweep Island by long line rope, nylon 
rope, coral stones and nets of coir rope. 
The life cycle of GracUaria consists of an 
alternation of isomorphic phase with unisexual 
gametophytes. The spermatia are produced in 
the shallow depression of the male plant. 
Cystocarps are usually prominent hemispherical 
structure projecting from the thallus surface. 
Large number of carpospores are embedded in 
the globular cystocarps. The spores of GracUaria 
edulis from the cystocarpic and tetrasporic plants 
were liberated on the nylon raphae and trans-
planted to the sea within two days of their output 
under the Bay of Bengal Programme during 1988-
'89 at Vedalai and Chinnapalarn of Ramanathpu-
ram district. The work was carried out on a large 
scale but it was a total failure as the spores could 
not be grown to germling stage (Bay of Bengal 
News, No. 45, March 1992). The reasons 
attributed for the failure of the crops were pre-
dation by rabbit fish, difference between native 
habitats and the target species, the firm site, un-
predictable change of life cycle and lack of access 
to alternate sites. 
CMFRI have taken up the culture of 
GracUaria edulis from spores on an experimental 
scale since 1988 liberating the spores on different 
substrata like coir rope, circular cement blocks, 
nylon- ropes, coral stones and nylon raphae. 
Series of experiments were conducted to come out 
with a suitable technology for large scale 
cultivation. 
Culture of G.edulis from spores sans nursery 
rearing 
The experiment was started from November 
1988 and continued till April 1989, liberating the 
spores (both carpospores and tetraspores) on 
cement blocks in plastic trough of 50 1 capacity 
containing unsterilized seawater with moderate 
aeration. The substrata with the spores were 
transferred to natural environment at Gulf of 
Mannar near CMFRI jetty after 4 days of their 
output. No regular observations were made on 
the growth of the spores. After 40 days of 
transplantation young germlings of 2-8 mm size 
appeared on the cement blocks, which grew to 
5020 mm In February. The germlings were again 
transferred to Palk Bay side, when Gulf of 
Mannar became turbulant. In April, the plants 
reached to harvestable size (Maximum length 16 
cm; mean length 7.8 cm) after 4 months. The 
other alga found attached to the substrata were 
Ulva lactuca, EXiteromorpha intestinalis, Clado-
phora spp.. Padtna boergesinU and Hybnea 
valentlae. In this experiment although a large 
number of spores were transplanted to the sea, 
only few of them grew to young plants. It was 
felt necessary to provide the spores with nursery 
rearing to germling stage before transplanting 
(Jayasankar et aL, 1991, Seaweed Res. UtiL, 
14(1): 21-23). 
Nursery rearing of spores to germlings under 
running seawater 
From October 1989, experiments were 
carried out liberating the spores on cement 
blocks, coir ropes and coral stones in 1 ton 
capacity tank containing filtered and stagnant 
seawater. The spores got attached to the 
substrata within 16-24 hours of their output, 
when the reporductive plants were removed. Air 
and water supply were provided after one day. 
Regular observation on the growth of the spores 
settled on glass slides were taken by measuring 
their diameter using ocular micrometer. Trans-
• Reported by Reeta Jayasankar, Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp, Tamil Nadu - 623 520. 
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plantation of the substrata to the natural 
enviornment was done at different days of spore 
output at every 5 days intervals. One set was 
kept for nursery rearing. It was observed that the 
plant grew to 3 - 7 cm length when the spores 
were transplanted to natural environment from 
13-18 days of their output. Microscopic obser-
vation showed an erect frond developed from the 
parenchymatous disc of the dividing spores 
within 15-17 days of their output when the size 
of the circular parenchymatous disc grewe to 
557/m in diameter (Figs 1 & 2). Measurement 
of the germlings were taken by vernier calipers. 
The germlings grew to 1.40 - 3.80 mm after 47 
days of spore output in the nursery tank. On 
completion of 165 days, the germlings grew to a 
maximum length of 34 mm which is apparently 
a slow growth (Jayasankar, CMFRI Newsletter, 
No. 49, 1990). This necessitates transplantation 
of the germlings to natural environment after 
nursery rearing of 13 - 18 days. 
Nursery rearing of spores in controlled room 
environment and transplant of germlings to 
sea for further growth 
The spores were liberated from the matured 
female plants of G.edulis on cement blocks, coir 
ropes, nylon ropes and glass slides in 50 1 
capacity plastic trough containing sterilized 
seawater. After 24 hours of spore liberation, they 
were transferred to the culture room and kept at 
a temperature range of 23 - 25°C , light intensity 
of 1000 lux and photoperiod of 16:8 h light and 
dark cycle. Microscopic observation on the 
growth of the spores was taken under Olympus 
monocular microscope. It was observed that the 
growth of the dividing spores in enriched medium 
* 
t 
Fig. 2. Growing spores of G. edulis on coir ropes (10 x 40 
magnification) 
Fig. 3. Young germlings of G. edulis on cement blocks. 
Fig. 1. Growing spores of G. edulis on glass slides ( 10 x 10 
magnification) 
Fig. 4. Fully grown plant of G. edulis on cement blocks 
(Arrow showing epiphyte of Ulva reticulata}. 
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(Conway and Walne's medium) was double to that 
growth in sterilized seawater and running seawa-
ter. The substrata with spores attached to them 
were transplanted to natural environment after 
15-17 days of spore output when the erect frond 
developed. The transplantation was done in the 
Gulf of Mannar near CMFRI jetty during Novem-
ber 1991. Observations on water quality such as 
salinity, dissolved oxygen, pH, nitrite, nitrate, 
phosphate and silicate were made at weekly 
Intervals. After one month of transplantation, 
young germlings of 3 - 7 mm size appeared during 
December which reached to harvestable size 
(maximum length 8.1 cm) after 4 months of spore 
output. In each substratum, there was luxuriant 
growth of the seaweeds which were healthy too, 
thus showing better growth and survival when 
reared in enriched medium for 17 days In culture 
room with a weekly change of medium (Figs. 
3 & 4). Observations made on the growth of 
spores reared in enriched medium in outdoor en-
vironment, showed good growth but the pigment 
content were less compared to those reared in 
controlled room environment. 
Further work is being persued In these lines 
In Palk Bay, Krusadal Island, Gulf of Mannar 
near Pamban bridge and Thonithurai to find out 
a suitable culture sites during different seasons. 
The hitherto experience on the spore culture 
method of GracUaria edulis apparently suggests 
the need to rear its spores to germllng stage in 
enriched medium before transplantation. Rearing 
of germlings in 0.1 - 0. 5% enriched medium can 
Increase the size of the parenchymatous disc of 
the dividing spores, thereby allowing the spores 
to attach firmly to the substrata. Smooth sub-
strata such as glass slides and nylon raphae are 
not suitable as there is every chance of germlings 
getting disloged from the substrata in wave 
action. Hard substrata such as coir ropes, coral 
stones and cement blocks are ideal for spore 
attachment. 
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ON A PORPOISE (NEOPHOCAENA PHOCAENOIDES) STRANDED ALONG PALK 
BAY COAST, NEAR THONDI, TAMIL NADU * 
On 21-1-1992, a male porpoise Neophocaena 
phocaenoides locally called, 'Minikutry* was found 
washed ashore afresh at Mullimnnai, a landing 
centre near Thondi along the Palk Bay coast 
north of Ramanathapuram District. On examina-
tion, it was found that there was no trace of any 
wounds on the body. Local fishermen told that 
another 'Minikutty' was seen on that beach a 
week back. There was information about yet 
another mammal of this species found stranded 
in the same week at M.V. Patinam (Soliakudi) a 
fish landing centre which is about 5 km from this 
observation centre. Altogether there was strand-
ing of 3 mammals of the same species in a week's 
duration and that too along the 5 km stretch of 
beach. 
The following were the measurements (in cm) of 
N. phocaenoides : 
Tip of upper jaw to deepest part of 12 
caudal fluke notch 
Tip of upper jaw to anus 100 
Tip of upper jaw to centre of umbilicus 83 
Tip of upper jaw to centre of blow hole 15 
Tip of upper jaw to centre of eye 12 
Projection of lower jaw beyond upper 7 
Length of eye 2 
Lenght of blow hole 1.2 
Flipper length-tip to anterior insertion (right) 25 
Girth at eye , 28 
Teeth counts - Right upper 17 
Right lower 15 
Left upper 12 
Left lower 12 
• Reported by A. Ganapathy, Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp - 623 520. 
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ON THE LARGEST GREASY GROUPER EPINEPHELUS TAUVINA FORSSKAL 
LANDED AT VISAKHAPATNAM * 
A large sized greasy grouper Epinephelus 
tauvina Forsskal, locally called 'Nallabontoo' 
measuring 236 cm In total length and weighing 
300 kg was landed by a trawler of 13.1 m length, 
on 20th March, 1991 at Vlsakhapatnam from a 
depth of 60 m. Talwar & Kacker {Commercial Sea 
Fishes of India, 1984) reported that this species 
attains a maximum length of at least 220 cm, and 
220 kg in weight. According to Fischer & 
Whitehead [FAO species Identification Sheets, 
Eastern Indian Ocean, Area 57, Vol 4, 1974) it 
attains a maximum length of 150 cm. The 
present specimen seems to be the largest 
recorded so far. 
The morphometric measurements (in cm) of 
the species are given below. 
Total length 236 
Standard length 201 
Head length 66 
Diameter of eye 4.6 
Length of spiny dorsal fin base 107 
Length of pectoral fin 36.4 
Base of pectoral fin 31.3 
Base of anal fin 33.5 
Base of pelvic fin 7.3 
Length of caudal fin 35.2 
Maximum width of caudal fin 61.5 
Maximum depth of body at dorsal fin 69 
Maximum width of body 61 
'Reported by C.V. Seshaglri Rao and J.B. Varma, Vlsakhapatnam Research Centre of CMFRI, Vlsakhapatnam - 530 003. 
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ON THE STRANDING OP SEI WHALE, BA 
MANDAPAM ALONG THE 
The frequency of stranding of whales, in the 
east coast is more as may be seen from the 
published information. It appears that the Sei 
whale, Balaenoptera borealis frequents the coastal 
waters more often and gets stranded on many 
occasions. This is the eighth record of the 
stranding of Sei whale from the Indian waters. 
(Table 2). 
On 20th January, 1992, the fishermen at 
Theedai near the marine fish farm of Central 
Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Mandapam 
Camp noticed a live whale struggling hard to 
move towards the coastal waters in the Palk Bay 
region. In that process, the whale was washed 
ashore and remained close to the shore in live 
condition and died in the early morning hours on 
23rd January, 1992. The stranded whale was 
identified as Sei whale, Balaenoptera borealis 
Lesson (Fig. 1). The whale was an adult female, 
measuring 14.0 m in total length and weighing 
about 10 tonnes. 
The Sei whale, Balaenoptera borealis Les-
•Reported by : P. Nammalwar, R Marlchamy, A. Raju, A.A. Ji 
Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp - 623 
LAENOPTERA BOREAUS LESSON AT 
PALK BAY COAST * 
son is widely distributed in all the oceans of the 
world. It is most abundantly found in Norwegian 
and South African regions. Though, the whales 
are equipped with sonar, at times, they get 
stranded due to some error in navigation while 
pursuing their prey in shallow areas. In few 
instances, the whales have been found struggling 
in shallow waters to get back into the sea. 
Though they are stranded in all the months of 
year, most of the strandings take place during 
December and January which shows the effect of 
northeast monsoon, when the sea is rough. On 
the east coast, it was stranded on seven occasions 
while on the west coast only once at Sikka (Gulf 
of Kutch). The morphometric measurements are 
given in Table. 1. 
The staff of the Tamil Nadu Fisheries 
Department made arrangements to extract oil 
from the carcass before burial near the shore. 
The authorities of the Gulf of Mannar Marine 
National Park made arrangements to bury the 
whale and exhume the skeleton for their reference 
Musuem. 
akash, C. Kasinathan, N. Ramamoorthy and V. Sethuraman, 
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UNUSUALLY HEAVY LANDINGS OP COWNOSE RAY. RHMOPTERA JAVANICA 
ALONG THE PALK BAY COAST. NEAR THONDI* 
James (J. mar. biol. Ass.India, 4 (2):217-223,1962 
and 12 (1&2):151-157, 1970) has reported heavy 
landings of Rhinopterajavanica from the Gulf of 
Mannar which was caught by Thlrukkuvalal', a 
bottom set gill net. He also Indicated about their 
absence in the Palk Bay coast. In the present 
report, observations made on the large-scale 
landings of R Javanica by mechanised trawlers 
along the Palk Bay coast are presented. The net 
operated in the present case was trawl net with 
the mesh ranging from 15 to 20 mm. On 
• Reported by A. Ganapathy, Mandapam Regional Centre of CN 
26.12.1991, an estimated 10 tonnes of 
R Javanica were landed at M. V. Patinam (So-
liakudi) landing centre near Thondi. The size of 
the rays ranged from 350 to 880 mm. The whole 
catch was sold at the rate of Rs. 4.50 per kg. The 
local fishermen informed that about 5 tonnes and 
0.5 tonnes of the same species were landed re-
spectively on 2.1.1992 and 7.1.1992. In all 
the cases the boats were operated in the 
S.E. direction at a depth ranging from 13 to 
14 m. 
, Mandapam Camp - 623 520. 
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• ^ fir ^ xrjT TT^  am: 3 n ^ % ^ n - ^ r M afk 
TgfcTT ^ # T TR 11.6.91 ^Ft X^; vTf -tft* ^pF "^TTI 
• t^. H T^ T. «ff. 3TK. %*T, H&W ^  clrtk 24-8.1991 
*Pt " ^ * K * M 1^rf 3fc HRATMHI % Tftfe® stfy+iRift 
HlWtaHl % aifil+llWt % <m«iW*l<H % I^Ml^T 3Jft 
•R^FT 3#^ id % "ft^n <n% "T^ 3?f ^ iff ngs t^ FT 
*Mta*R3f '^<MlRidi %ti ^ f t arftn»iR41 % w ^ & n 
3T t^W 3t l ^ W R % dfd+IRH 3 ^ Tim * 5 % 
a|f&l-l>lR4t ^ 8.1.1992 afc 9.1.1992 ^ t 
4I&H>K>H wit ^T "?R«W ft«n 3fk ^ r ^ T %#tT 
1R?T WR6T T^STlt -#f#cT ^ T I ^ ^ T ^ T^ faTFT 
«lllSHk«W Wit dPfoMI$ % <IHHI<M»i<M f ^ f l 3 
fl*RT $1 Wit ^T ^T &f ^f l fa 15 *Pf fi». *ft 
%\ wit i?t ^ so f 4.5 Tft 3^: -fljfrrw sm *r 7-5 
^ t f t ^TR f^ 2-3 *ft. T l ^ l t ^ t x ^ ' ^ t 1 ^ * 
3#-^ Rsp (Semi - diurnal) 1j I «ref " ^ f ^T ^ 3Jk 
TTHI-3-RRIPT ^Rn ^ i wit %f * T **R 3 H^*W 
flqkw #^z#- ?^R«PT 8.1.92 ^ 9.1.92 T^ 
20 
*i$uf 3fc msffim- ?I%Q$ 1.5 % 7.5 Tft 
^t 1?«# WRT TH*ft *ftl 
• ^ > •SRM^n^^T'^eraftr o.75% 1.25/ 
ug.crt/l 3(k 1T^T T^Fft f^>T 0.75 % 1.50/ug.at/l«ITI 
UIPM**:- yiPM»i+ ^ft irmT 5 % 20 ft#r 
(Sea grass) "fl«* "^T ^ T I f 5 ^ "flipft "faw "^t 31 , 
•#T 3n?r?r ^ 10, ?T^T 3iFnt ^ t 12, ^sr 3n?r*t 
^ t 12 3fa: "ffgsft r^rat ?^t 6 ^nfoft -gwsr «h 
« W - e||^u*Mto dN^H 23.5 % 27.0°C 
3> 3fa 3RM TTFft dIHHH 25.0 % 26°C % # * 3?ft 
fiWIFftdNHM 25 %25.8°C^^N"^TI TpRTT 
-##T ^ % "TFft ^ T cimFT 25 % 28.0°C% «lfa 
TFft % WTT 3fa: ^ *fT| -q^ 30.90 % 32.36 
ppt% "^N " ^ 1 
"HM 3.26 % 5.19 ft #fM 3jft 1?IW ^ ^T 
4-32 % 5.19 ft 1% " ^ I ^ n ~&fth t^ vcT % faf>2: 
^ 3.22 % 4.50 ft.*ft/?ft «HI 
ywfa+ vicHWH:- W*f TTpft Wl ywfe+ vicMWd 
94-18 % 478.54 mgc/m3/day 3fo ft^fT T^Fft 
^T 107.53 % 457.09 mgc/m3/day «TTI ?JWT 
Tfafa ^  3 *<HK«MI 764-22 % 1029.13 mgc/ 
m3/ day «ft I 
3fifa *M<«.*- "^ WT ^  7cM T?Fft 3 0.05 
% 0.30/ug.at/1 afa ft^r-qrpft 3 0.05 % 0.18 
ug. at/11 
fijfife- •5Wr^T3H^^IF%%5.0 % 200/jQ.dt/ I 
3k ^F?r TFft ^ 5.0 % 19.0/ug.at/l «iri 
3jgfe- WT 1TFft 3f ^WT TJ3T 0.06 % 
0.15/ug.at/l 3(k fft*T ^rtf* 3f 0.04 % 0.11/ 
ug.at/l«TTI 
«M«iM ^T -tf#r a^ jT wRR«4Ri T?: 1N t $ 3RT: 
«(WICR«I % nm n * f r % 1^ q ^ ipft ^j#?ff >^i 
1. WSTlffcT (#^IK, ilfClC) 
2. "sn^ ^FT ("SRI^ , ^ I K , 3n%Rn (turbidity) 
3. <WWPH» ^FT (Pl^k 3fl(+HviH, vHuf^dl ^ 
4. ^ ^ ? I I P I + wm (ywft+ aft?: Htftir -g?ro^ 
^ > M , yRi^ >n aft: H<V^ CO) 
3flft) 
^n^ft^»T Tsn^  % "^F ^ ^ ^T ft«ik°T >ft1%2n7RT 
1^PT ^WT f^(% 1%2TT ^ WT %l 
i. y+diHifri ^ # 4 ^ n TMJT 
•?fWR •gKI Tl«P 3IR 3TFTS "^ - j fR^ ^ f p f t *tT " ^ t 
% ^t -^RT 3 mfcH^H "grit w\fayi> a#¥ ^ 4 M 
areq^ T % ^?W f t 3*f^ ?T -RqfcPft % «ftl 
1. TTFTTC ^ ^ t f^ 15-20 # • ?W£ % ^ f t 
^T5fl% /^/-sr/ W+ldl W\ TTI^ R " ^ ^ t 2 
Tft "n^nt ^ «*^tdi % -^rr ^ -wen ^ i 
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3. *ftsT •SlScft ^ t «^W+ +<3«1MI tfsp TTK ^ W 11 
4. ^ f t ^ !*HT 3 H R ^ " I H\ <fl9Rn (fouling 
intensity) ^ T %\ 
5. ^ i f c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ (pearl sac) ^ T ^ r m 
"^ TT TTgsff TTPft ^  ^ % ^  ^T PMMd ^ [RT 
6. ^ f % 3T»TR 3 " ^ % "flgsft n^^ fr ^ f % < t a 
Wlfrlftm ^ R ^ H (eury haline) t ^ t ^nfaft, 
W * ^ , (creek)3Tjft 3 ST^ aff " ^ ^TT tf I 3fi*T 
^ t % W<T "^ T "STlf^  % " ^ ^ "^cft "^T 4 M I "mft 
"fig^t 1?*# ^SIT "^1% % ^R«T Hi*)R^3n flfddl 
3. *f#t ^foft (Clam) >^T Tfatfa 
*?77w wmffrr, 3</£*w 3k r^7re7^T H^UIICH+ 
%ft " ^ ^TT T^ "fl^ cn $1 
fi*i<Hi ^nfcf % *flm+i< «j^ - # M wpjctff 
• ^ J % T&m srsafT ^rmi 
•5T#R^W - ^ ^ ^ T crffr % ^R?T -#ftqt 
6. # "3W (Sea bass) >^T "^tf?r 
W7£W *l^i>lfilbi W ^ ^ H^«jur n^% ^ 
% # i q 3Tg^T HRfwIrT t If l^P? ^ ^ T ^ l * T ~rffo\ 
7. "SftTT ^rr 'war^ T 
^T ^ ^ T ^?n ^3^r ^ n i 
• t f ^T ^T >^T2f " ^ ^ > ^ % ^ J ^ "f^fBf TN#T 
1ft l?T T ^ 3JK 3?If % d(d«b)RH 3ff[ftJH %^C 3<k T?3^ T 
^ f r q %>^ % %. ^. H<R(^, 3TK. ^ ift^Pft, ^ . ^T. %=H, 
f^t. H*41«WK, XT. jft. -^. -(^CT:, T75. -sprf^ ^FTM, ^T-
f . <MH(Ri<H, ^T. S*ftM, 5^ft. » iV«IH ^- ^t- 7Tf#, ^ . 
^ U M H , triT. 31K * ^ R M , 175. ^ T N t , TT5. 4>l(H^, 
% tnRT, ftffnt, XJ5. J(|^<H, t i . ismm ^ H M , tr^. ^ 
JKf zWK fam ^ 
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<AlH**1 3fl< MIHH ^  1992 "SR^t sfftTfiJerft 
%9T "TEH I ^R>T "Sfaor i p r ?T*tff (pair trawler) 3fk 
*KW ?T*ltf (fish trawler) % ^TR^ fen «ni Wta 
if 7ftfoT 30-40 "*FT -§n^r ^ r HR-^MH fen «ni 
3fer%*?r anfe T T ^ % «re?n inn %srs*: •jpr ^ f 
^ t ^ R T ^ T ^ I -SRai^-^^t , 1992 i f <lA*«KM 
%c fR?n^ 3 T R ^ ^ ^ ? 4561 ^T $h I * f t i p r 
? l ^ f *T H>WH 4244 ^T 3Jk "RcW ?T*tff >^T 317 
^ «ni 
^ t *ni ^fer ^ R if ?TR#, "g**H, # fc^r 3nfe 
^ f a ^ ^ T T ^ T 3fk -gtrf ^  ^ t t ^ f f l ^ t 3?K snfrc? 
feni 3JM j&*\ y-^ MH ^  <tf foferc: %> snflrft 
^ ^ % 3f9 r^ % ^ n ^ i p ^ CFF ^ n T^CIT f [ i 
^ISFT ^ f 9.14-9.75 Tft 3ft XT-T^ r (45-70 
1TSPFT % sm ^ l ^ f TT ^TR 3.5 ^ ? f (knots)^I 
3fer <rrc# ^ " R ^ H % w r ^ -*m 3.5 ^ « 
T^cn^i ^F*^te31*-pfts^te*r^M ifom <teft 
% 3TFPTC i f «RR[ W t[ I ^H% 15.4 "*ft ^ T T^ 
W , 3 Tft *FT T?P TRW, 23 ift ^ I ^ , 5 iff ^ t 
W afk 7.5 Tff ^ T "^te 1^5 3ft?: 33 1Jr ^ 5t ?fal$ 
*FT ^ T ^ ^ t T I «ft2" % t*FT ^ t *Tfe ^ 3l^TK 
ft«f*W (specification) i f "forflreRn ^tcft % I T^^ PT ? M 
% 25 ift F^T " ^ TW, 17 iff ^T "^T, 3 iff ^ "»MT 
8 "*ft ^ >T ^ t? T ^ , 3tfc 22 ift % |f¥ % "^ fcf %\ 
^ X ^ ^ "STMT^  3^ RJR 25 ft i f f-30 ft ift tp 
l*wr g^nr t^^nf x ^ r^ci 2.5-3 ^ r ^t ^ m 
if fen R^?n f 
7 ^ W »^T ^ <l^ n««M i f CR: % 15-20 # . 
"# f t "flgs if c^crc; 3 f k ^ ^ - ^ - f ^ n t i ^^^H 
"?Rf ^ 5t " f ^ f f 12-16 T f t%^Nf$ 3fk <H«:W?T ltn%5T 
^ I r n ^ l RcWH%fttr 0400 " ^ «TI%^ afk 11.30 
"STJcT cR> oTRH 3n% "f I 
•RrPR +l*f*H 13 ^SRitft 1992 % " ^ jm\ 
«1H«=lO 1992 % ^ H ^"T^FT^f % "ffil, "9% P^TRT 
i f 2084 #> "?n 3<k 1635.8 ZT TFT fan atfk 4><«<(l, 
1992 i f tfcr TW /^SPTW i f 1192 "f% JX\ 3#C 2618 
^T l W^FT i f ^SRclff 3fk TJ^Tft, 1992 % 3fcFT 
tW? IFW: 203 "ST 3fk 538 ^^ T «ffl 
<\$W<H ^ Wlrfl, 1992 % k^FT 40-110 
"Rcw ^ K y-^ MH if r^ i w&% tfls TJ^r^ if r^rcsn 
^5¥ -sFRT : 271 ^ T 3ft?: 45-7 < ^ « f t ^ H 3RJ& 
i f ^ f -RrRT ^W? % 29.6°/. 3fft 4.1'/. €f| 
5^"T ^wCf % "'srftq Tjcef 3pir H«ft£i4fl % K 
•«K#^, ^*)/<^/ X?fgST, il*4\MH +MKH, %HHi<l 
nffcft anfe «ftl iTrPT-?n^f i f l ^FT 3ffc ^ K 
wm 3ft?: i7^. «?/^^ anfe ^ W*K tffz ^ wft ^ f t 
% f^ "T^ fr «ni 
<IA«««H i f ^ns: ?FJt ?Kf 3 ^ J ? : - ^ 5 R : 
1991 % ^CFT 147 zn cfi^ft w<r fair ^ f^r 
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WVH T*PS % 2.8/. «ni "fis^ r jm ^r a^ Hr if 
1flW 75.3 ^T «ni ^TF^T^f -f^rrs: 5HM|A|+| ^TO ^ ¥3 
3T^rc-1?tf5rc, 1992 3 22 ^T «ft ^T Tq«S*r W 
^ t ^HT i f 10 ^T ^*T *ftl 
TF3HTT % "RF^ Wi\ if ^ W arc^yJTafsrc 
•fofirc 1990 % 3^T 1991 <W ^ t 3Tcrf|r if 668 
T^R 8IHW+1 >^T 3JT^TC 123 % 194 X^T TTJT 
% ^ h | 3jk arflj^W 130, 145 3fc 170 W 
105-191 T T J T T ^ T % ^ ^ 3 J k 3 i m r f K i q t ^ 
120,135 3fc 175 T?T T?T % ^1% ^1 Hl£w«fl 
snH^fk^: 165-175 xnTTjTf afioprc % <iffa «ft *ft| 
f e f ^ aiHW^f % vf[ftT xn^ cTK^ ft (ftSTHR^M) 
artlR^T: 1*mtt f t -R«# i f «ft I ^sffa "ft IffiT ^an 
H^ddl fybW fafl+l Wtfta ^TT "^S^f ^ ^ T ' 
t , ^ T i W ^ T^ H ^ ^ r e||p.|«M+ HllrW°fl t > 
" ^ "#ft ^%r " ^ t»T "^t % "f^ R f^ ^ TJt t*T % 
4«m+t ^t fo?n% % •'srrei % ¥r if j^\ wfoT 
^ R ^ ^ r t i ^Hta aft?: arftafe % ^ gs " ^ -*fo*; 
T^ T i f ?ft TTf "foslTOT TR^T ^ | 
% ^  f ^ ^ f a TSfTCT ? ^ t h ^^ WFT "^Pf^ "^ ^ tt^ TZlt 
fr^r 3^g^ : - i 5 # ^ % - < t a 3 * 3 ^ • & # i f «fti 
TTOT"^ R?ft art^i «ft I TpT 3iHW+1 3^-qc^T 3IMW+1 
^ T ^ c T M S T T I "SR^t 3fk T^j^t 3f *TRT 3#W? 
. tftr 
WF& 3 t k ^ ^ t % ^ R ^ n ^ r 3 T s m % ^ 
w " s q w ^ 1% T R % ^  ^nsff $ i "srtft: "^pF 3ffc 
3HH<I^ H % "R^ "EF£ i f W<T ""^^ % TfcT "S^T 
% 8000 % 6000 ^"T^.cffJ "^ T 3T5BfT f^ ft?TTI 
"feZTT -fl% ^ t% TJFEf 7% Z^ T ^  3000 % 2000 ^ 
*^T cfqTC fttr t[ : 3TK. *4lR-=ll*f», XT. xi. «WH«|l||, 
XT/T. <W*ffi 3fktrir. ^Rf^tTT5TTCfj3fKaTT?%> 
^ T ^ H M ^ t t ^ R T ^ (SRcTT 2.25 ^ ^ l "^ WW 
% ^ I W R ^sftr 2.5 % 3 "*ft ^ t -»T^lt i t ?^i t 
% « F # f i r f ^ r •?TFW VJM«+><UI «wy«r* "#5^ i^r 
^T %WTTzr -qtr H I ^H "^T •SfR i f TRgq # f r t f ^ 
^ [ f ^ | i %s:"5TM%Tf* i t^"?fr rM^t f f * f t 
i f ^ T ^ % t [ l # I ^ T ^ t ^ " M % 400-500 
% "*m f^VK^H ^R'i^'H PbUlO^ tfWl*<fl ^Ft ^ cTT 
%l ^t+HHI^H "ft etf 1989 "ft 1991 cW ft# 
•?ftM ^T m ^ K 3^R7T ^T 1 ^ ^ , T^rg ^f g ^ 
«ti(ci2i13ft?:^ep^f ^T"3tf^«rf% yRi^id afrteiiitfo >d^wn, 
3fR: "g^T " ^ ^ t ^T573ft «FT " ^ ? F r 1 W "»PTn 
g#r f^ r^gst ^Mt, ^23T £$F37 ^t ^nt^q^t* 
24 
^ % ^ TT^ft i f ^ . /SF^7 ^T 3Hrrcq ^ 
% -g^cW *J$ if 3ft* PiMdH 1^5** if "PTI 
^P¥ if tfftPft WTC ^SR ^"fe^FmST1 m 
^ 3ft* PIH<W ^ws m^jitccK 3Mf& ^ ftsft «ft i wvft 
^ ¥1^ 1 ^<f 1986 % %*>* 1990 cRi >^T ^ 
•sfT TpffRWT fWK*M <^Rft<M «fl«l*dl *flT %l 
^ N J 3*HICH+ 3WR if T f t f oM ^ 1*3 if W f 
^ y<l«MI ^ f t I ctf 1986 ^T =nf^ F -dcHWH 3691.4 
35f«TrcfT 1990 i f - ^ 2133.81 ^T^f»RTI ^*f% 
"RSjaft <# Tff**T 3ft* T^ET if ^ f t M l 
• ^ t ^t# % 3^k ^*f 1976 if "Wlftcf * I^FT 
(W*H 4*R£<H «i1«l*d*V *Rg3?T % Tjft WS «<)<(+< 
l^T *+>i+iR41 ^ t 3 w %i i ^ ^ m i ^ i f i i2"Ri |q 
•fl^W t * ^ 3R " fM 54 f^. " ^ ^ ^ ^ T i f *Pt 
fJt 11 * f t « l ^ 3jq% WT TT153TT % WTFT %? %J 
l^ncf^ l TSfRT % ¥<T i f WFT "*fta 3T*ff cW "T simfHl 
^ %, W* ^ "^  ^ i T ^fr^ % l^ rofrr if fflSFT ^rctr 
^R T^ t> 
Tfi*cT % 3TOT2T -ffg? if W&H %>f%* q^7fr?T 
+<}«IMI T*ff TJ*RR 3ft?: *i1+EN "5TR% «W<«fl 2-3 
"flgs if WKZ ^ , 1m ^ 3ft* ^r*ft ^r*ft cpfei "it* 
t [ i ^ f f % «rre iraf^ " f^ iTfT i f^f •<?* <rer % 1 o 
% 15 1% ?ft " ^ 3! *ft "RrFtPT ^ T %%J ^ T +dlH-Wl 
% fwfa if H R ^ -^TPTT ^rm i <wJ\f<i +dH<»fl if 
W 1.5 "»ft ^ t -n^lf i f 2 f c " * f t $ f a i f ^ T f o f t 
3T5gff cR^ ^ R ^ 11 1 ^ ^FC ^ "WW ^ . . ^ 
% 3 f t * 7 F ^ ^ n ^ % ^ f ^ ^ w T ^ , i r ^ 3 T t i i s 
^ . w T # f t ^ R ^ r 4 / - ^ ^ i ^ w ' f ^ n t i •wi^r 
"R^T f?# -qfa ^n% % I 3(^1+^ % -flip ^ t "?^ R 
^pr if w. ftfFzr, if. *M4i(<+i 3ffc iRfe«w "snM 
SJH«I«S^  ^ i P I H « I K % WPT ^K itftiff if «n^: fw»i 
^ r % 3PTH if f ^ t tR|q - ^ 11 
^FTT';5lMT'^l f ^ > STOTC^ ^lfrW+1 % l«H»W %%5 
Pinfold ^rat^KEETFT^n a r ^n^nr i T ^ I T ^ T 
•x^[# % -fm -gq % ^ if #n t ^ t «M«MI t W* 
T$tm Tfe^T - M if iftsq % ^T if ^ m aiftWlfeRJ 
Pl+MHI t ^ ^ "T TR^ : J ^ ^ if ^ t 1% "R^ 3Jt 
* "^t. f>«TI 3fk "RF^ ^ « M i , ?ft T?T xnp 3TK 3flf 
^t#r ?RI rtarc #m ^ i 
t -Wf% +dW<Hl[ J^T ^(FM 5,000/- 20 ,000/ - * 
% "^fa i f % 3ft* iHHr| % ^ i o off cRf ^ * 1PF% 
t [ i i ^ "^R f?# "^s^ xWifHuj^ ti -^ r -5^ ^ i 
+dlH^"1 if IT^t) t^ FT ^ f "5RT Weft %\ WSHH* 
•«W% f ^1?^: "^ fRT % '«FTT f3TT ^77 ^Fl¥ T f^ 
•q?T ^ #f«T ^f snft T«nt%fT wd ^ r ^ ^ +BHW4T 
•^ r ^^ K ^ if "«?f "?rew ?PRn %i 
3TOT SI^ T % 3^ cTS: W& "^ f ^c^FT % 1 ^ «hddW<H % F I R 
25 
t f f k TfiTpTC ?WRT % ^TT -%W J* -ZTFT 3 «T!^t 
F^PT^TT^^t 3fk T ^ ^ ^T FP£T *&*{ tft "g%T T # ^ 
^1 f*FT % ^ T % 3MRT ^ P arg^ror ^JT ^W ^ f 
%«TO«rct[l 1 ^ ^ T^% % ^R^T-|% ^^ HHT ift 3fRTR 
% ^TT-fl^cf ^ ' "*$*! % ^ 3 JQ ^TH *PT t^Tfa 
30,000/- - 45 ,000/ - , ^ ^ t ^T 3 ^ t K^ T $ l 
3fJ||<l4id (agarophyte) ^ I *Mw\ (temperate)ark 
-dUM+fdsftfcr (tropical) TTg t^ 3f " ^ 3T=5gft "cTC|[ «fScft 
^1 ^ f 3H||<>}>d ^ sJ3cft TTFT 3fk yi«h(d=h ^RT3fT 
WW. VRM tcTT $ I JjRwMl * ^TSM WTO; 3T d<J+|l^  
15RT%rT t . * * * ^ (fragment culture) 3fk ^ l ^ g 
IfaEfa' (spore culture). "^TRcT 3f « # M ^ t f i fe % 
T ^ ^ p f 3FTTCl$zt^T ^ - * f a E f a ^ T ^T ^ f t^t?RT 
1988-89 % ^ R P T ^ T M ^ t ^ t " ^ t ¥ ^ T «TTI ^Rlft 
"^%fi?n % «n*1luj«*T]f P^T "tfoisfc " ^ R^mT "Jf t%9T *!T 
"Wffi rWTfq' «fl*1l<J]3?f «t?r •jdH^pR (germling) <FP «T5T% 
F^T +iifsPH T^P W S R «TT i j&w Tg&n w r FT% 
«TTI 
ft* % ^ i m% % M O T ^ n q i F T ^ rttem *f ^rcftt 
fcrfr 21 -1 -1992 ^T <IHHWy<^ 1^17 % 
^TC -JTFT % ^W TsJT^T <T2" 3, <JTf^  % W Hlw^HH 
t « # "^ f 3flTf3TT s^TT I ^ i -ST^ K: ^ ^ l f J^M " ^ 
% "2TR "^ cRT "ST t^ ^Tff ^ T WftH 3 f e ^pR 
cffi Wft T^cfTaprar i f ^ ^ J T ^t*T fiWT ^T - f l ^ ^ 3#C 
"Rim i ^ r artiRfj W I T -3ST ^ P % %i * r ^ % - ^ 
m +dlH<Hl % WR "ff FT TTHt P^T 3PTVT ^TT^ ^ T 
* *ft t^r ^ i 3TR an? % +|Rwi*l ar^ TErFT ?^T % 
1^T ^ l 
%mi "5T^  I d H ^ l ^ f ~^l " ^ f t "Sf TfecTT " M I I^ T 
% " ^ 3rgiTH <?HIWI ^STM ^  t% «41 i^i"i^ t ^ t •id^f'RT 
^ t 3rawT i : r f ^ mi "jrtfft ^f ^TFRT 3rssrr % i Tfr^r 
% 13-18 "fcrcr % ^T? ^ T#d "?T Pi+w+< yiflci+ 
c<wici<ui •Jf ^<THUI ^ T T ^a^t %^rq - ^ % ^ A T M 
+MNlST "ftftflTcT ^ "TTJftt 
PlifRld «<WW<«I ^ f «fl«ll<J[aft ^T "RT^ T atkTRPT 
^riff yitfcl* «4WW<.»I *f ^WT ^<^««l ^ T ^ ^NM 
arseft ?R5 ^ r f% %^TI ^ ^ ^ ^ww<ui 3fk 
^ftffe¥ Tftfe r^r "Jf «n^ liuja?f ^T ^T^PT ^ ^ ^K Kft arsaft 
^Scff %^ T ^K eioj^ j Tn5n (pigment content) 3f ^ f t 
M l 
% ft ilfadRiil % TO55T "^TST^T %%^ TR% t^5TP53?f 
^ t IcH^pRT ^ t 3PR«TT '5W "^Itd* iffl%m 3f XTT?FT 
^ P "g^FT 'sp^ TT "3f^T " | l 
*^ ST v»)i|UlV<, ^t t?T ^ aiK 3TRf F^T «Nfa ^f?. 
"ftft«fcid1" XT^ - ^ r ^ r irgs CR: ^ ^ r ^ T «TTI 
~5ffo 3T?rpT ?^T "Pfd^M % ^ ^1 S % t ^ ^ ^ 
3racR0T ^ v f U]R. ^ . H(ddU|H, (^t#RTft%) ^f jq ^n% 
•^n^3ft 3 itfHjRm ligfcm w\ ^ O T * 
26 
«fti $<HPWI<K xp? ^5% ^ 3^% 3 nft -3n% ^ 
3 *?ifoqt % W ^ ^g^n ftsft 3m: ^  f^r ^ 
fan *TT<TT % "f% vdH^w -Jiifdifl - ^ r 3f 3mft iffrft am: 
faft 3il+(fH+ TTftf^ ffcT 3f cTZ ^  3% f q ^ f t l 
*«ft TT. W # , d+'fl+l ^ I W , ift TTIf T^ f7 3m 3fl? % 
T ^ W «Nfa %TT, W&m ^ T «RJ ftqK ^ Tift ftft£| 
RMWMdduiH 3f TTM 20, 1991 ^ t 60 iff 3m: <=ii^d^ ( t ^ TT 3?r "Ffaifar aii^niPh^jjM, -gft^r, 
TT^lf %, 13 .1 Tft vfsnf % "tfRT «te- T^FRT % ~$m 
nM'hdH <ftf¥rr vli+ri wj 3RCTC°T fan «n i w # 
^refarf 236 %^3m:iTK 300 1%TJT$I tntw; 
3m: ^ f a : fttflfifcRT ^ t fa?m 3 ^ ^ f ^ n , 1984) 
^ ftqt£ % 3 ^ T K ^ ^itw ^ T % ^ T 220 % *ft 
^rart 3m:230 1%Tn ^TRyRT^HT%i ^ fa r f am: 
f&f *P**W aftftPH irRsrT 5 7 " ^ 4 , 1 9 7 4 ) % 
3TrTflTC " ^ 5^TTfcr 1 5 0 3 i f t cFF ^ t "ijfalf ¥RT ^ f t 
" | l 3pft "R^W ^T ?Pft W f f I^T ^ r # ^ t 3#^cW 
*fatf WRft %l 
* " ^ tnr 1^7 3m" 3Hf % R«ll«IH<.dUH 3 ^ f e M ^ , 
R«ll<slHdduW % "dtoft. $1t|RlR TR 3m" ^ f. «ft. "3*rf 
STCT cTZTR ^ t * l f t ^ f t ^ l 
w r c 3f £rcr TTOT "*ft ^ r eiifarf)i<f)ii wtfanfow dwr 
3 " ^ 3TTS^ t ft«f|£ %| 
^Frafi 20, 1992 ^ TTT^W 5Hfa%^t%^3| 
^ f f^ ^ N R ^ c R T ^ ^ T T T z n 3m:^r1^T"^ 
"?I%T x ^ % «rre 23 ^ 1 ^ ^ : ^r •w^: m w i 
^ ^ t 14 f^t ^faif 3m: 10 'H^ T TIK «ni 
•*ft ^ T tTqf7 3m 3TTf ^T ^ W ^ N k %?S, ^3«WI 
%H ^ 1962 am: 1970 ^ ^ f ? ^ '*flfcr 
TTW "^lff ^R: ^ TR^t 3^m*rRr ^ ^g^n f^t ^ p 
^ « f t i "^r"Rq1^^f ^«j»d i n ^ f ^KT 3f^ : ^HIP)*I 
% ^ t % T ^ ^ 31CTCRXIT % «m: f^ ^ f i w " ^ T Wm 
W(\%\ ^ T <MK ^ R H l ^ 15 3 2 0 •ftTft%"3TMTf&5n% 
? M ^TM ^T iWMH #^T «TT I fcrfr 2 6 - 1 2 - 1 9 9 1 
10 ^ r STR: ww//w+/ ^r 3^?RW fan «m irf^ vfT 
P^T smrm: 350 % 880 ft ^ % ^ H if «ni ^ 
^ i ¥ ^ r 1 % . ^ 4 . 5 0 ^ ^ ^ : 3 " ^ ^ «fti WT%T 
2-1-92 ^t 3m: 0.5 ^r ira[# "^ 3^ mTT 
7 - 1 - 1 9 9 2 ^T "pTT sfTI " R ^ R %te^ Tflat ^T 
HR^MH ^ m -q^f -f^rf ^ 13 % 1 4 ^ t TT^rf % 
•^ N 3 fan «ni Tf^ ff ^r w " ^ ^t ^ ^^¥ 
^ ^ f % ^ ^ ^ n % ^ ^ T ^ 3 3 W K ^ t 
* n^ t^ r ^ 3m m WWM $pfa %?s, w&m 
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